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Mathemstical Formulae

Campound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount : P

b

sinB
a

sin I

a2 =b' +c' -2bc cosA

l+ r
100

Curved surface atea ofa cone = firl

Surface area of a sphere = 47T r2

Volume of a cone =!rr' h
3

Volume of a sphere =lort

Areaofatriangte ABC =!ab snc
2

Arc length = r 0,where d is inradians

Sector area = !, '0 .where d is in radians
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3

1 Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the greatest.

I
=5 (31, 0.033, o.z2

Answer tll

2 (a) Expressing your answer as a power of 6, find 65 +6-3 x63 .

Answer

(b) Simpli&
(3*')'

x5x-2 +7xo .

2lxa

Answer

t1l

l2l

3 Solve a(a+l\=6

Answer ......t21
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4

4 (a) Express 252 and 280 as the product of their prime factors.

Answer252:

(b) The number 252k is a perfect cube. Find the smallest positive integer value of t.

(c) Write down the greatest integer that will divide both252 and 280 exactly.

Answer t1l

CHU SNCS prtliqffingiffi&"Parhrerlnlearning
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5

5 (a) Solve the inequalities -2 <
2(7 +5x)

< 10.
8

Answer

Answer

l2l

(b) Write down all the prime numbers that satisff -a.2(7 !r5*) .to.

...... tll

6 Given that xz * y' :17 and A =5, find the value of (3x-3y)2 +2(x- y)2 .

Answer ..........t41

CHU SNC S Prfl ipnn1i[SryEkrParkrerlnlearning
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6

7 P

a

T

In the diagram, Q, R and Zare points on a circle.

PQT is a straight line, angle PQR= 150" and angle TOR=3A"

Determine, with reasons, if O is the centre of the circle.

R

ofthe circle becauseAnswer Point O is

..t31
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7

8 (a) Simplifu
az +Za+L
t-r

(b) Factorise completely m- n-l+ mn .

Answer

Answer

l2l

l2l

9 The times taken by an athlete to run 800 mehes in three successive races were
2 minutes 1.8 seconds, I minute 59.1 seconds and 2 minutes2.4 seconds.

In order to qualiff for the next round, his average time for four races must be less than
2 minutes.

Calculate the time he took in his fourth race if he just qualified for the next round.
Give you answer in minutes and seconds, correct to the nearest second.

Answer s [3]

672
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8

10 hdr Sim wishes to buy a dishwasher that costs $1589.
He decided to purchase the dishwasher using the instalment plan below with a repayment

period of 15 months in equal monthly instalments.

Calculate how much he has to pay each month.

Answer $. t3l

Best lnstalment Plan!

NO Deposit!

NO Rdmin ree!

lnterest rate 19.99o/o per annumt

CHIJ SNCS pttltfiiinRgiksEkaPartnerlnlearning
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9

11 The graph below shows the median household income in Country Xfrom 2014 6 2Al9

Household income is the combined gross income of all the people occupying the same housing
unit.

Median Household Income in CountryX

2At4 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

(a) Calculate the percentage increase in household income from 2015 to 2018.

Answer ..%ul

(b) Ashwinder claims median household income per person can be a more accurate measure of
wealth compared to median household income.

Do you agree with Ashwinder? Explain your answer.

Answer

t1l

$7t

$70 {
$68

s65 ,/
s64
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12 (r) On the Venn diagram, shade the region which represents A' U B .

(b) Write down the set represented by the following shaded region.

xI

t1l

tll

l,

Answer

BA

13 The points (-3,5) and (2,20) lie on the curve given by the equation ! =3xz +bx+c.
Use an algebraic method to find the values of b and c.

Answer b: ...

CHIJ SNCS prfljptt4giffi&"Parhrerlnlearning
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11

la (a) Rearrange the forrnula t = *f- to make n the subject.

Answer n: . t21

l2l

(b) Hence find the value of z if f =a ura k =125"4n

15 Four interior angles of a 7-sided polygon are 100o, and the others are (x +123)o, (2x -39)' and

(282 -x)'. Find the largest interior angle.

Answer t3l

CHU SNGS kf,tpt6nXpW'EXaPartnerlnleaming
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16 (a) Use a graphical methodto solve l+Zx' : *.
7',

t2

v

x
o

Answer

O) (r) Sketch the graph of y - x(4-x) on the axes below.

o

O) (ii) Hence find the maximum value of 15ax-r2

v

t3l

121

x
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13

17 A statue is made from 8400 cm3 of metal

(a) Given that the density of the metal is 6.5 glcms,calculate the mass, in kg, of the statue

Answer ke [2]

(b) The statue is 150 cm tall.

A similar model ofthe statue is made from 33 cm3 of the same metal.
Calculate the height, in cm, of the model.

Answer .cm [2]

18 It is given that y is inversely proportional to y'. find the percentage decrease in y when x is
increasedby 150%.

%l3l
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19

t4

A

C

The diagram shows a per$agon ABCDE made up of three triangles. AD : AB = 12 cm.

Angle ABC: angle ADC: angle DAE :9Ao .

(a) Show that triangle ABC is congruent to triangle ADC.

Answer

(b) Given thatAE:7DC, find the ratio area of triangle ADE z areaof ABCD.

Answer

t2
B

E

D

l2l

tll

679
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15

20
A8.58

E

ABCD is a parallelogram. EDC is a straight line.
Dl bisects angle EAB.

AB :8.5 cm, BC: 16 cm and angle DAB: 65o

Calculate
(a) the area of the parallelogram,

D

16

Answer

(b) the perimeter of the quadrilateral ABCE.

cm2 111

cm [3]Answer

CHU SNC S prtliffim1i$gggk" Partn erlnlearning
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21. B

A

C

D

In the diagram, A, B, C,D and E are points on the circumference of a circle.

Angle ABD :50 o, 
angle EAC:66 o 

and angle AFB : 42o.

Find, giving reasons for each answer,

(a) angle FDC,

Answer......
(b) angle AED,

Answer
(c) angle EDF.

Answer

E

....,,,.12]

..........tI1

t1l
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22 The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the dishibution of distances, in km, covered by a taxi over 16

consecutive days.

Leaf

8

Key:2 | 7 means 27 kn

(a) Write down the median of the distances.

Stem

2

3

4
5

6

79
4589
t24567889

Answer

O) Find the interquartile range of the distribution.

Answer

(c) It was discovered that the distances had been incorrectly measured.

Each actual distance is 300 m more than what was recorded.

Explain how the median of the recorded distances is affected by this error

Answer Due to this error, the median of the recorded distances is .....

than the median of the actual distances. tll

km []

km [2]

prtliinffi 
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23 A survey was conducted on the number of lipsticks 50 women own. The results were recorded

in the following table.

Number of Lipsticks 0 1 2
aJ 4 5 6

Number of Women 5 x t2 t2 v 6 3

Given that the mean is 2.7, find the value of x and ofy.

CHIJ SNC S prfl 
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24

t9

North

1090

Pszon

P, Q andR are three points on level ground.

R is 520 km east ofP.

PQis 1090 hn andRQ is 650 km.

Calculate

(a) angle PRQ,

O) the bearing of Q from R.

650

Answer

Answer

CIIIJ SNG S ktlitnUnXknbr"Parurerlnlearning
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class, and index number on all the work you hand in

Write in dark blue or black pen on both sides of the paper.
You may use a pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use paper clips, highlighters, glue, or conection fluid.

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any question, it must be shown with the answer'
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact,
give the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.

For n, use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in

terms of n.
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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Totalamo*nr:"(,.#)

Curved surface area ofa cone : /, r I

Sruface area of a sphere = 4E rz

Volumeofacone :!or'h
3

Voltme of a sphere =!or'

Area of a triangle ABC =! ab srric
2

Arc length : r 0,where d is inradians

Sector area = !, '0 .where d is in radians
2

a

Standard deviation =

sinl

a2 =b' + c' *2bc cosA

Mean = Z!:
Zr

b

sinB
c

=
sinC

Zt*'(Zt*\'-rr -t:71

PartnerlnLeaming
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3

x-2 x-51 (a) Write as a single fraction in its simplest form
xz +7x+10 3x+6

+-.

Answer

(b)simpliffk*
t3l

l2lAnswer

(c) Solve the equation
1 2

(x+l)(x-2) 8 -x

Answer x: ... .......

4A48102

ffurn Over
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4

2 {a) (i) Paul sold a painting for $15680.
He made a profit of 12Yo in the sale.

How much did he pay for the painting?

Answer $

(ii) Paul saved $15680 in a bank at2.05Yo per year compound interest.
What was the value of his savings after 3 years?
Give your answer correct to the nearest dollar.

Answer $

lll

Lzl

(iii) Which was greater, the profit he made on the painting or the interest he received in 3 years
from the bank? Calculate the difference between the two.

Answer

13l

CIIIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - MathernaAcs 4A4Zl02
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5

(b) Paul bought an apartment at the end of 2006.

The price of the apartment at the end of 2006 was 9o/o higher than at the end of 2005.

The price of the apartment at the end of 2A07 was 6Yo higher than at the end of 2006.

(r) Express the price of the aparfinent at the end af 20A7 as a percentage of the price at the

end of2005.

Answer

(ii) Given thatthe increase inthe price from 2006 ta2007 was $63000, calculate the increase

in the price of the apartment &om 2005 to 2006.

Give your answer correct to the nearest hundred dollars.

Answer $ t3l

CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 -
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6

3 A Thai restaurant sells 3 different types of dinner sets. Each dinner set contains packets of 4
different types of food items: fried rice, stir fried vegetables, sambal toufu and mango sticky rice.

Matrix T shows the breakdown of the number of packets of each type of food item within the 3
different sets.

Set

Fried Rice

Stir Fried Vegetables

Sambal Toufu

Mango Sticky Rice

(a) On average, the restaurant sells 5 Set A, 3 Set B and 6 Set C per day.

Represent this as a 3 x 1 column matrix R.

Answer ....... ... tll

(b) Evaluate the matrix N = 7R.

Answer ... tll

(c) Evaluate M: TN

Answer

ABC
(z 4 7\
l, 2 3lT: | 'l
ll t 2l
[, 3 4)

CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Exarnirations 2020 - Mathem attcs 4}48fi2
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7

(d) State what each of the element(s) of M represent.

Answer

i1l

(e) (i) If the restaurant sells Set A at $24, Set B at $43 and Set C at $70, calculate the total sales

from the dinner sets.

AnswerS.... t1l

(ii) Instead of buying the dinner sets where the combination of food items is fixed, the food

items can also be bought individually (this is known as i la carte).

For ila carte purchase, apacket of fried rice costs $4, mixed vegetable $6.50, sambal toufu

$5 and mango sticky rice $5. In order to boost business, the restaurant also extends a

discount of l0% for all i la carte purchases.

Calculate the percentage loss in sales when the restaurant sells dinner sets instead of i la
carte.

Answer .%13)

CHII SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Ma&ernatics 4048/02
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8

4 (a) The nth term of a sequence is given by T,:

(i) Use the formula to find {..

n(n+3)
2

Answer Tru =

(ii) Which term in the sequence has a value of 54?

Answer

lll

121

Lzl

(iii) Find, in its simplest form, the expression for 1u+7,, leaving your aoswer in terms of
n.

Answer.

(iv) Explain why the sum of two consecutive terms of this sequence will never be a perfect
squre.

l2l

CHIJ SNCS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathenratics 4048/02
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9

O) The first four terms of a sequence are 6, 10, 14 and 18.

(i) Write down the 7m temr in this sequence.

(ii) Find, an expression, in terms of r, for the nthterm of this sequence.

Answer ........ t1l

CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathernatics 4048/02
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10

5 A man was driving his truck from point I to point C tn a remote part of a country. After he has
travelled for 80 lor, at a constant speed of x lcn/h, he reached point B, where his truck broke
down.

(a) Write down an expression, in terrns of x, for the time in hours, taken for him to drive from
Ato B.

Answer..... hul

He then walks the remaining 6 lcn from B to C at a constant speed of (x - 60) km/h.

(b) Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the time in hours, taken for him to walk from
BtoC.

Answer .. h [1]

(c) The man took 4 hours to travel from A to C.

Write down an equation in x and show that it reduces to 2x2 - 163x + 2400 = 0

13l

(d) Solve the equation Zxz -163x+2400=0

Answer x: ..... t3l

CHII SNGS Preliminary Exarninations 2020 - Mathematics 4048102
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tl

(e) Find how long it would have taken if the man was able to drive fuom Ata C at the original
constant speed.

Give your answer in hours and minutes, correct to the nearest ten minutes.

Answer

CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathernatics 4048/02
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6 (a)

12

32 cm

l6 cm

The diagram shows an ornament made up of a hemispherical block of wood of diameter

32 cm, that has a smaller hemispherical block of diameter 16 cm, carved out of it.

(i) Calculate the surface area of the ornament, leaving your amwer in terms of n.

Answer

(ii) Calculate the volume of the ornament.

Answer

cm2 131

cm31z1

CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathernatics 4048/02
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A

The figure shows a semicircle with centre O.

AB is the diameter and point P is on the circumference of the circle.

Angle OBP :75o and BP:5 cm.

(i) Show that OA:9.66 cm, correct to three significant figures.

(ii) Calculate the area of the shaded region.

Answer

Bo

121

cm2131

CI{IJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 -

PartnerlnLeaming
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7

t4

18

G

C

The diagram shows a solid made up of a pyramid and a prism.
The base of the prism is a right-angled triangle.

FC, AD and EB are vertically above the base.

FC: 18 cm,AD: EB :6 cm,AB: DE:3.6 cm, BC:4.8 cmandAC:6 cm.

(a) Show that Fff: 180.

@) Show that triangle FED is a right-angled triangle.

E

6

B
6

3.6

121

4.8

t3l
CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinatioos 2020 - Mathernatics 4048/02
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l5

(c) Calculate the total surface area of the solid.

Answer

(d) Find the ratio volume of the prism : volume of the pyramid.

Answer

cm2131

Lzl

CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathernatics 4048/02
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E Xis the point (1,4) and Iis the point (6, 9).

Find

(a) the length of the line XY,

Answer units [2]

(b) the equation of the line XY,

Answer

(c) the equation of the line I which is parallel to XY andpasses through the point/ which has

coordinates (2,0),

t3l

t3lAnswer

(d) the coordinates of the pontZ that lies onXlsuch thatXY:4 XZ.

Answer Z( .) t2l

CI{IJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Matbemarics 4048/02
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9 Nadirah observes that the queue at one of the school's canteen stall, Stall E, is always long.

She decides to do a project to improve the situation.

(a) She finds inforrnation about the times, in seconds, spent by 100 students in the queue for
Stall E. The cumulative frequency curve shows the distribution of the queuing times.

Queuing Times for Stall E

l0

0 2A 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 22a 240

Time (seconds)

(i) Copy and complete the grouped frequency table for the queuing times for Stall E.

100

90

80

o
870
o
r: 60
o

Es0
I;40
Q

30

2A

Time
(r seconds)

0<t <40 40<r<80 80<r<120 120<t <160 160<t <200 200<t <240

Frequency 10 35 20 10

flurn Over
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(ii) Calculate an estimate of the mean queuing time of the 100 students.

Answer

(iii) Calculate an estimate of the standard deviation.

Answer .......

(iv) A student claims thatTSYo of students queuing at Stall E had to wait atleast 144
seconds. Is this claim true? Explain your answer.

Answer

sFl

.s ul

121

A few weeks later, Nadirah recorded the queuing time of another 100 students. She observes
that the longest queuing time is now 200 seconds and the median queuing time is smaller.

(v) State two possible ways the crunulative frequency curve for this set of data differs
from the given curye.

I

2. .......t21

CHIJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Matbematics 4048/02
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(b) The table shows the number of students queuing at Stall F during recess on a particular day.

Each student queues only once.

Sec 3 Sec 4 Sec 5

Boy 18 7 6

Girl 10 r6 8

(i) One student in the queue is selected at random.

Find, as a fraction in its lowest tenn, the probability that the student is from Sec 4.

Answer ttl
(ii) Two students in the queue are selected at random.

Find the probability that

(a) one of them is a boy and the other is a girl,

Answer l2l

(b) both students are girls and one of them is from Sec 3.

Answer

705

[Turn Over
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10 Mr Samad owns a bakery that specialises in pineapple tarts. Each pineapple tart is in the shape
of a sphere of radius 15 mm with its bottom part removed as shown below.

section removed

(a) Show that the height of a pineapple tart is 25 mm.

tll
The pineapple tarts are alranged such that after each layer, a piece of baking paper, of negligible
thickness, is placed to ensure the tarts stay in place. The side and top views of how the tarts are
arranged are shown below.

Baking paper

Side View Top View

Mr Samad sells his pineapple krts in rectangular containers that measure 2l cm in length,
9 cm in width and 5 cm in height.

15 mm

CHU SNGS Prelirninary Examirations 2020 - Mathematics 4048/02
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2l

(b) Calculate the number of pineapple tarts in a rectangular container.

Answer l2l

During festive seasons, the pineapple tarts are packed in cylindrical containers.

The top view of each layer of the pineapple tarts is shown below.

Top View of each Layer

(c) Calculate the diameter and the height of the cylindrical container such that it can fit the same

number ofpineapple tarts in O).

An^vwer diameter : .... ..... cm

CIilJ SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathernatics 4048/02
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During one of the festive seasons, Mr Samad received a bulk order of 250 containers of
pineapple tarts.

He decided to use a courier service to deliver the pineapple tarts. He has a choice of 2 courier
services: GoVan and Singapost. Both courier services offer no weight limit and charge based on
the size ofgoods. The cylindrical containers are packed in cardboard boxes based on the courier
seryice's requirement.

To prevent the pineapple tarts from breaking, Mr Samad packs each cylindrical container
upright as shown below.

The rates of the two courier services are as follow.

GoVan Singapost

50 cm

50 cm
50 cm

Max. 8 boxes per trip

Handling fee per box: $5

Rate per trip: $25 base charge + $0.80/lffn

40 cm

50 cm
55 cm

Max. 8 boxes per trip

Handling fee perbox: $3.50

Rate per trip: $30 base charge + $0.501km

CHU SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Matbematics 4048/02
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(d) Given that the trip distance is23.7 krn, which courier service should Mr Samad use?

Support your answer with clear workings.

t6l

CHIJ SNCS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathematics 4048/02
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2A2A Y4 Math EOY Paper 1 Answer Key

L)a.zz,i, (3)',0.033
16bi)

v Q,4)

x

2a) 611

2$ 81'7
3') a:-3 ot2
4a) 252=22 x32 x7 , 280=23 x5!L
4b) k:294
4c) 22 x7 =28 l6bii) s0625

5a) -3 <x<6.6 l7a) 54.6ke
5b) 2,3, 5 l7b)23.7 cm

6) 77 18\84%
7) Point O is not the cenfe of thq or{e. /ABC = /ADC =90' (grven)

AD : AB =12 cm(given)

AC is acommon side.

AABC: AADC (Rr1S)

19a)8a)
(a+l)
(a-r)

8b) (1+z)(m*r)
9)1min56s
10) $132.40 l9b)7:2
lla\ 9.22% 20a\ 123 cmz

1lb) Yes, I agree with him. A household
income, when divided by the number of
household members, is smaller for a larger
household as compared to a smaller household.

20b)7A.9 cm

2la\ 43lrlrr

12a'1 21b) I I hn

21c) The median of the recorded distances is

300 m less than the median of the actual
distances due to this error.

rzb) A'ftg 23) x:'7,y:5
13) b:6, c: - 4 24a\ 137.1

t4a) n=# 24b) 047.t"

I4b\ n: 5

15) (282-x)'=215"
r6a) v

1
y:l+2r3

,'=
7',

x

CHIJ SNc S prtli1tftfl Kiffi &rParhr erlnleaming
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Name: () Class:_

PRELIM! NARY EXAMINATION
GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION ORDINARY LEVEL

MATHEMATICS Students Solutions

Paper 1

Candidates answer on the Question Paper,

4048101

Wednesday l9 August 2020

2 hours

Answer all questions.

If wo*ing is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.

Omission of essential woking will result in loss of marks.

Calculators should be used where appropriate.

lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give

answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.

For n , use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in

terms of a.

At the end of the examination, fasten all your work securely together.

The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.

The total of the marks for this paper is 80.

80

ffi
This document consists of {9 printed pages and 1 blank page

* fr,.**e * &.
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Glrb otcraae r Women of Strerqth r Leade*wl& ll€att

PartnerlnLeaming
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, register number, and class on all the work you hand in.

Write in dark blue or black pen.

You may use a pencilfor any diagrams or graphs.

Do not use highlighters, glue or correction fluid or conection tape.
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Mathemuticol Formulse

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

sinC

Az =b' +c' -2bc cosA

Mean:ZL
Zr

Zf *'_
Zr

Total amount = P

Curved surface area of a cone : t r I

Surface area of a sphere = 4 r r 2

Volume of a cone =L o r' h
3

Volumeofasphere =!or'

Area of a triangle ABC :!ab snc
2

Arc length - r 0,where d is in radians

Sector area = L, '0 .where d is in radians
2

L+ r
100

a

sinl
b

sin B

c

Z!:
Zr

2

Standarddeviation =

PartnerlnLearning
7',12
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3

1 Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the greatest.

0.033, 0.22

:0,2, 0.16, 0.033, 0.22
2.

0.22, ,0.033
Answer

(3)'
I
-
5

1

5: tll

2 (a) Expressing your answer as a power of 6, furd 6s +6-3 x63 .

6s +6-3 x63 :6s-(-3)+r

zll
=()

Answer

(3r')'
2lxa

(b) Simpliff x\xa +7x0.

6rr .t1I

(3r')' , Sxa +7xo
2lx*

27x6 5 -= .x7*t

1
3

7
3

Answer l2l

3 Solve a(a+l) = $ .

a(a+l) = $

d'+a-6=0
(a+3)(a-2)=0
a=-3 or a=2

Answer 12)

CHII sNGs kfligUnnXikt&partnerlnleaming
713 ffurn Over
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4

4 (a) Express 252 and 280 as the product of their prime factors.

252:22 x32 x7

280 = 23 x5x7

Answer252:

280: ..,.,,12]

O) The number 252k is a perfect cube. Find the smallest positive integer value of ft.

252xk =22 x32 x'7 x(2x3x72)
.'. k =294

Answer k: .... ....... tl]

(c) Write down the greatest integer that will divide both252 and 280 exactly.

22 x7 =28

Answer tll

cHU sNGs prtliuf,nftKiH&pa 
rtnerl n Leam i n g
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5

5 (a) Solve the inequalities -2 <
Z(7 +5x) <rc.

^ _2(7 +5x)
8

-16 < 14+10r

-30 < 10x

-3<x

-3 < x <6.6

8

<10

and 14+10x< 80

LOx <66

x <6.6

Answer 12)

t1l

(b) Write down all the prime numbers that satisff -2 <
2(7 +5x) .rO.

8

2,3,5
Answer

6 Given that xz * y' =17 and A = 5, find the value of (3x-3y)z +2(x- y)'z .

(3x-3y)z +2(x-y)2

=gxz -L8ry+9y2 +2(x' -2*y* y')

= 9(x' + y' 1 -tt1ry) + 2(xz + y' ) - 4(xy)

=e(r7)-18(s) + 2(17) -4(s)

Answer t4l

clllr sNGs P.tligSnnKiEBUI*partnerlnLeaming
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6

7 P

o

T

n

.. of the circle because ...........

In the diagram, Q, R and Tare points on a circle.

PQT is a straight line, angle PpR = I 50" and angle TOR = 30" .

Determine, with reasons, if O is the centre of the circle.

Answer Point O is .
is not the centre

t3l

ZTQR:180' -150" = 30" (adjacent angles on a straight line)

ZTOR= 30" *2(30") Therefore angle at centre 2 times angle at

circumference does not hold.

prtlitfiteKikT& pa rtn e rt n Lea m i n gCHIJ SNCS
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7

s (a) simpliff 
az +-2a-+l

a -l

az +Za+l
a 2

1

(a +t)(a -r)

_(a+L\
(a-1)

@) Factorise completely m-n-l+mn.

m-n-l+mn
=m*mn-rl-l

=m(l+n)-(n+l)

=(l+n)(m-l)

Answer

Answer

lzl

l2l

9 The times taken by an athlete to run 800 metres in three successive races were

2 minutes 1.8 seconds, 1 minute 59.1 seconds and 2 minutes 2.4 seconds.

In order to qualiff for the next round, his average time for four races must be less than

2 minutes.

Calculate the time he took in his fourth race if he just qualified for the next round.

Give you answer in minutes and seconds, correct to the nearest second.

2 min 1.8s:2.03 min

1 min 59.1s: t.!gJ min

2 min 2.4s=2.A4min

2.03+1.985 +2.04+x <2
4

x <1.945

Ans: 1 min 56.7s

: I min 56s (nearest sec)

OR 2 min 1.8s: 121.8 s

I min 59.1s : 119.1 s

2mn2.4s= 122.4 s

(round down)

121.8+119-l+122.4+x <2
240

x <116.7

Ans: 116.7 s: I min 56.7s

: I min 56s (nearest sec)

..... min .......s [3]Answer

cHIr sNCs P'tiiVUnf.KiffiEXPartnerlnLeaming

717 ffurn Over
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8

10 Mr Sim wishes to buy a dishwasher that costs $1589.
He decided to purchase the dishwasher using the instalment plan below with a repayment
period of 15 months in equal monthly instalments.

Calculate how much he has to pay each month.

1589x19.99x11
t2lnterest =

100

= $397.0513

Hire Purchase Price: $1589 + $397.0513

: $1986.0s13

Monthly instalment = S1986.0513 +15

: $132.4034

= fi132.4A (nearest cents)

Answer $........ t3l

Best lnstalment Plan!

NO Deposit!

NO Admin Fee!

lnterest rate L9.99% per annum!

P'tl,WffinKikI&partnertn Leam ingC}IIJ SNCS
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9

11 The graph below shows the median household income in Country Xfrom 2Al4 b 2019

Household income is the combined gross income of all the people occupying the same housing

unit.

Median Household Income in Country X

2016 2017 2018 20t920 41 zAL5

(a) Calculate the percentage increase in household income from 2015 to 2018.

Percentage increase : 19]# xfioo/o

= 9.2197Yo

:9.22o/o (3 s.f.)

Answer %ul

(b) Ashwinder claims median household income per person can be a more accurate measure of
wealth compared to median household income.

Do you agree with Ashwinder? Explain your answer.

Answer Yes, I agree with him. A household income, when divided by the number

of household members, is smaller for a larger household as compared to a

smaller household.

. t1l

$7C

$68,t'$6s

$64
-t

cHIr sNc s ktlhmnfXiffiEXpa rtne rt n Lea rn i n g
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10

12 (a) On the Venn diagram, shade the region which represents A' U B

(b) Write down the set represented by the following shaded region.

Answer

F:

t1l

Ill

P
!

A'NB

BA

A

13 The points (-3,5) and (2,20\ lie on the curve given by the equation ! =3x2 +bx+c.
Use an algebraic method to find the values of b and c.

Sub (-3,5) and (2,20)nto !=3x2 +bx+c

Equation l:

5 =3(-3)'+b(*3)+c
3b-c =22

Equation 2:

20=3(2)z +b(2)+c
2b + c:8
Equationl+Equation2:

5b=30

b=6

c=4
Answer b:

c: .......t4I
clrlJ sNcs rrffiffiffi&partnerl 

n Leam ing
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11

14 (a) Rearrange the formula t =*Eto make z the subject.

- 181_', -G\l;

ot=f*
k

l6nz fz
n

k
ft--

76n" f'
Answern:..... l2l

l2l

(b) Hence find the value of n if f =* *a k =125 ."4n
125

n=
rco'( :-

\4n
125n:

l6n2 x

n=5

25

til

15 Four interior angles of a 7-sided polygon are 100o, and the others are (x, +L23)o, Qx- 39f and

(2SZ _x;o. Find the largest interior angle.

Sum of interior angles

:(t -z)x 18oo

= 900o

4 x 100 + x +123 + 2x- 39 + 282 - x =900
2x =134
x=67
(x + 123)'= 190o

(zx-39)" =95".

-'-(zaz-r)o = 215o is the largest int. angle

Answer i3l

kfllurnnxiM*Partn erl n Leam i n g
721

CHIJ SNGS
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t2

16 (a) Use a graphical method to solve l+z*t : L .

7',

1

"7x
Y =l+?,x3

Answer

(b) (D Sketch the graph of y : x(4* x) on the axes below

(b) (ii) Hence find the morimum value of 15ax-x2

x

x:0

v

x

t3l

t2l

4)

Max pt. (2 ,4)

maximum value of 15+x-*

: 154

:50625 Answer.....

722

Ill
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17 A statue is made from 8400 cm3 of metal.

(a) Given that the density of the metal is 6.5 g/cm3, calculate the mass, in kg, of the statue.

8400x6.5 g

8400 x 6.5 -- _ks
1000

:54.6 kg

13

Answer

(b) The statue is 150 cm tall.

A similar model of the statue is made from 33 cm3 of the same metal.

Calculate the height, in cm, of the model.

hE
- 

1l

1s0 !s+oo

1r=1@-*$g
I 8400

h=23.7 cm Answer

.ke [2]

cm [2]

f S it ir given that y is inversely proportional to y'. Find the percentage decrease in y when x is

increased by 150%.

k
I =-;

x

\=2.5x

k
lt = --T

\
k

'l---.-/ ' (2.5x)"

,'_ kt'- 
6.25*'

v
/ | 

6.25

h=0'l6Y

o/o decrease - Y -o'l6Y xrooyo
v

Yo chatge

oR -o'l6Y-Y xfioYo
v

: -84o/o

Ans:84
Answer

6.2sv-7 xl00%

o/o decrease

kk
OR

k
2x

:84Ya
:84%o

Ans:84 %l3l
Ans:84

ffurn Over
cHIr sNCs P'{i0unnxiMt*Partnerln Learning
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t9

t4

A

E
C

D

The diagram shows a pentagon ABCDEmade up of three triangles. AD: AB : 12 cm.
Angle ABC: angle ADC: angle DAE:90o.

(a) Show that triangle ABC is congruent to kiangle ADC.

Answer

@) Given that AE : 7 DC, find the ratio area of triangle ADE : area of ABCD

area of AABC : area of AADC

area of ABCD:2x area of AADC

area of AADE _ txlZxAE
2xlxlZxDCarea of ABCD

7

2

Ans:7:2
Answer

t2
B

........t2)

ttl

L4BC = ZADC = 90' (given)

AD: AB:12 cm (givur)

AC is a common side.

AABC:AADC (nAS)

p'tlitffi 
Ki*UrEkpartnert n Lea m in gC}IIJ SNCS
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15

2A
A8.58

E

ABCD is a parallelogram. EDC is a straight line.

D,4 bisects angle EAB.

AB :8.5 cm, BC:16 cm and angle DAB : 65' .

Calculate
(a) the area of the parallelogram,

arcaof llograrn: 8.5x 16 sin 65o

=123.25

= 123 cm2 (3s0

(b) the perimeter of the quadrilateralABCE.

IDAE = 650 (glven DA bisects ZEAB)

IADE =650 (altemate angles, ABI/EC)

IAED = 500 (angle sum of A)

Method 1

ED 16

sin650 sin50o

,O _l6sin65"
sin50o

.'. ED=18.929

Perimeter of ABCE
:8.5+16+8.5+2x18.929

:70.9 cm

Method 2

height between // lines = l6 sin 65' = 14.50 cm

sinso'- 14'50 
or cos 40' = 14'50

EA EA

rA= 14'50 or EA=i4'50sin5Oo cos4Oo

:. EA=18.929

Perimeter of ABCE : 8.5 + 16 + 8.5 + 2x18.929

= 70.9 cm Answer

Answer cm21t1

o, A=cos65o
EA

EA= 8

cos 65o

t6

D

cHrJ SNGS p.f,iwrnr.KiEEil&partnerl nLeaming
725 ffurn Over
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16

2t B

A

C

D

In the diagram, A, B, C, D andE are points on the circumference of a circle.

Angle ABD: 50o, angle EAC : 66o and angle AFB : 42o.

Find, giving reasons for each answer,

(a) angle FDC,

IFAB = 180' -50" -42" :88"(Angle sum of triangle)

IFDC = 88" (Angles in the same segment)

Answer......
(b) angle AED,

ZAED = 180" -50" = 130" (Opp. Angles of cyclic quad.)

OR ZCDE = 180" -66" =1la" (Opp. Angles of cyclic quad.)

ZAED= 360' -114" - 66' - 50" =130" (l sum of quad-)

Answer .......t11
(c) angle EDF.

/.EDC : 180' -66" :1L4" (opp. Angles of cyclic quad.)

ZEDF =l14'-88'=26"

E

{21

726

tll

cHU sNGs p'tlifiitffiNiMpa 
rtnerl n Learn i n g

OR Z.EDC = 180' * /.EAB (Opp. Angles of cyclic quad.)

= 180' -66o-88" :26" Answer
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t7

22 T\e stem-and-leaf diagram shows the distribution of distances, in km, covered by a taxi over 16

consecutive days.

Leaf

8

Key:2l7 means 27lrn

(a) Write down the median of the distances.

Stem

79
4589
124567889

2
aJ

4
5

6

43
Answer

(b) Find the interquartile range of the distribution.

27 29 34 35 38 39 41 42 44 4s 46 47 48 48 49 68

47.5-36.5:11km

Answer

(c) It was discovered that the distances had been incorrectly measured.

Each actual distance is 300 m more than what was recorded.

Explain how the median of the recorded distances is affected by this error

Answer Due to this error, the median of the recorded distances is

. than the median of the actual distances. t1l

......km []

10, [2]

P'flhmnr.KiMPa rtnerl n Lea rn i n gC}IIJ SNCS
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18

23 A survey was conducted on the number of lipsticks 50 women own. The results were recorded
in the following table.

Number of Lipsticks 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of Women 5 x t2 t2 v 6 3

Given that the mean is 2.7 , frnd the value of x and ofy.

5+x+12+12+ y+6+3=50

x*y= 12---(1)

0(5)+1(x)+ 2(12)+3(12)+a0)+s(6) +6(3) _ r,
50

x+4y+108:135

x+4Y:27 ---(2)
(2)-(l),4y*y=27-12

l5
l) =-'3

y:5
Suby: 5 into (l), , =12-5 =7

P'diWffflNffi'&Pa rtn erl n Lea m i n gCHU SNGS
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t9

North

1090

P52oR

P, Q andR are three points on level ground.

R is 520 km east of P.

PQis 1090 ha andRQ is 650Im.

Calculate

($ argle PRQ,

coslPRO _togoz -6502 -5202

-2(6soxs20)

:. ZPRQ= cos-r (-n.lZZS\

=137.1"

650

Answer

Answer

121

O) the bearing of P from R.

137.1" -90"
=47.l
Bearing of Q from R is 047.1"

CHIJ SN6S

729

t1l

kflitntnrxiffigPartnerl n Leaming
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2020 Y4 Math EOY Paper 2 Answer Key

1a)
x2 +3x-31

3(x+ 2)(x+ 5)

9aiv) The claim is false.
25% of students had to wait at least 144
seconds.
Ox-75% of students had to wait for less than
144 seconds.

rb\ 
4**3!

'3x
1c)x:2.71or-2.21
2ai) $14000 9v) The curve is less wide or narrower or

steeper.
The median is shifted to the left.

2aii)$16664
2aiii) Profit from sale is greater by $696.
2b1) trs.54%
2bii) $86700 23

65
ebi)

3a)

5

3

6 "rI
35

21

42
,rI

448

203

1,40

301

ebiia) 2!r!rz- s27
' 65 64 1040

3d) Each element of M shows the total
number of packets of each of the 4 different
types of food items that were sold in one
week (or 7 days) respectively.

ebiib) 4r9rz=a'6s 64 26

3ei) $4683 (weekly) or $669 (dailv) rob) 42
3eii) 2.13% 10c) Diameter: 9 cm

Height: 15 cm4ai) 152
4aii) 9ft term l0d) GoVan

No. of containers perbox

: (so*e)x(so+e)x(s0+15) P 5x5x 3 : 75

No. of boxes required : 250+75: 3! o 4
J

Cost: handling fee * base charge * charge per

Po: (+x5)+2s+(0.8 x23.7) : $63.96

Singapost

No. of containers per box

:(ss+S)x(50+9)x(40+t5) o 6x5x2 : 69

No. ofboxes required : 250+60 : 4l o5
6

Cost: handling fee * base charge t charge per
5o : (s x 3.s) +30 +(o .5x23.7): $59.35

Mr Samad should use Singapost as it is
cheaper.

4alii) n2 +4n+2
4aiv) Since the expression cannotbe expressed
as a perfect square, it is not possible for the
sum to be a perfect square. (with workings)
4bi 30
4bii) 4n + 2
_.80
5a) -x 5b) 6

'x-64
5d) x: 62.2 or 19.3

5e) lh 20min

832n cm2

75t0
98.8 cm

7c 183

7d) 3 :2
8a) 7.07 units
8b)y:x + 3
8c) y = v-2

aa; tz],sll
9ai) 15, 10

9aii) 104 s

9aiii) 59.2 s

CIIU SNGS Preliminary Examinations 2020 - Mathematrcs 4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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2

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Totalamoun, =r(t-r*-)

Cnrved surface area of a cone = t r I

Surface area of a sphere = 4 fi rz

Volume of a cone =L or' h
3

Volumeofasphere =lort

Areaof afriangle ABC:!ab sinC
2

Arc length = / 0,where d is in radians

Sector area = L, 'e. where d is in radians
2

Mathematical Formulae

ba

sinl sinB

a2 =b' +c' -2bc cosA

c

sinC

Mean =

Standarddeviation =

PartnerlnLeaming

ZU
Zr

'zf *' (zt.\
Zr -[I7.]

731
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3

*-1 x-51 (a) Write us 3 single fraction in its simplest form --+*:----.' x'+7x+I0 3x+6
x-2 x-5

x2 +7x+10
+-

3x+6

x-2 x-S+-
(x+2)(x+5) 3(x+2)

3(x-2)+ (x- 5)(x + 5)

3(x+ 2)(x+ 5)

3x-6+ x2 -25
3(x+2)(x+5)

x2 +3x-31
3(x+2Xx+5)

O) Simplifu
L6xz -9
l2xz -9xy'

l6xz -gyz
l2xz -9ry

_(4x+3y)(4x-3y)
3x(4x-3y)

_4x+3y
3x

(c) Solvethe equation 
*#a4 

: *.
l2

(x+r)(x*2) 8-x

8-x: 2(x+l)(x-Z)

2x2 -x-12=O

x=
+ D'z - ?)i lp)

Answer

Answer

t3l

121

2(2)

ft"m
4

x=2.71(3s.f .) or -2.21(3s.f .)

Answer x: ....

ffurn Over

14l
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4

2 (a) (i) Paul sold a painting for $15680.
He made a profit of lTYo in the sale.

How much did he PaY for the Painting?

(,Xi) 
i#'1s680

: $14000

Answer $ ...... tll
(ii) Paul saved $15680 in a bank at 2.05%o per year compound interest.

What was the value of his savings after 3 years?

Give your answer correct to the nearest dollar.

. 2.05I+-
100

:$16664

Answer $ ...... 12)

(iii) Which was greater, the profit he made on the painting or the interest he received in 3 years

from the bank? Calculate the difference between the two.

(iii) Profit from sale : +"15680l12
= $1680

Interest from bank : $ 16664 - $ I 5680

= $984

$1680 > $984

1680-984=696

Answ er . . . . :l.Ple.fl. F'. 
g* p.".ts iL sg?lel.pv $92f., (p.t .Qqf ?L Z 9). . . .

(ii) 1s6so(

13l
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O) Paul bought an apartment at the end of 20A6

The price of the apartment at the end of 2006 was 9Yo higher than at the end of 2005.
The price of the apartment at the end of 20A7 was 60lo higher than at the end of 2006.

(i) Express the price of the apartment at the end af 2007 as a percentage of the price at the

end of2005.

Answer .%lrl
(ii) Given that the increase in the price from 2006 b 2A07 was $63000, calculate the increase

in the price of the aparbnent from 2005 to 2006.

Express your answer correct to the nearest hundred dollars.

Price at the end of 2006

109 
x 

(106)x 
toao/o=115.54%100 100

: 
Sx$63000

: $1050000

Increase from 2005 to 2006

: 9 *$1050000
109

: $86697.24

= $86700 (nearest hundred)
Answer$ 13l
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3 A Thai restaurant sells 3 different types of dinner sets. Each dinner set contains packets of 4
different types of food items: fried rice, stir fried vegetables, sambal toufu and mango sticky rice.

Matrix T shows the breakdown of the number of packets of each type of food item within the 3

different sets.

T*

Fried Rice

Stir Fried Vegetables

Sambal Toufu

Mango Sticky Rice

(a) On average, the restaurant sells 5 Set A, 3 Set B and 6 Set C per day

Represent this as a 3 x 1 column matrix R.

ABC
{z 4 ?)

[i i,)

Set

[l
Answer .... t1l

t1l

(b) Evaluate the matrix N = 7R.

(c) Evaluate M: TN.

,[lI35

2l
42

(24
lr 2

[ll
3

2

4 rll lfi]

Answer

Answer t21
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(d) State what each of the element(s) of M represent.

Answer..Each.elem.e.nt.pf M.qhqwp.$hp.tpfel Bstsher.qfpagket$.p.te.eeh.qf.th.e.4.diffprest

types of food items that were sold in one week (or 7 days) respectively
....,.tl1

(e) (i) Ifthe restaurant sells Set A at $24, Set B at $43 and Set C at $70, calculate the total sales
from the dinner sets.

4 methods

Ar*wer $ t1l

(ii) Instead ofbuying the dinner sets where the combination of food items is fxed, the food
items can also be bought individually (this is known as i la carte).

For ila carte purchase, a packet of fried rice costs $4, mixed vegetable $6.50, sambal toufu
$5 and mango sticky rice $5. In order to boost business, the restaurant also extends a
discount of l0% for all i la carte purchases.

Calculate the percentage loss in sales when the restaurant sells dinner sets instead of d la
carte.

(Ans. next page)

Answer.......

Matrix Method Non-Matrix Method
Weekly

(z+ 43 70)

Ans: $4683

2t = (4683)

35

42

Weekly
Total for set:24(35) +a3Q\+70$2)

: $4683

[iJ=,,",
(zq $ 70)

Ans: $669

Daily Daily
Total for set :24(5) + a3(3) + 70(6)

: $669

flurn Over

%l3l
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6 methods
Non-Matrix MethodMatrix Method
Weekly
Total sales for i la carte
: 4(448) + 65(203) + s(140) + 5(301)

= $5316.50

$5316.5x0.9 =$4784.85

47 84'85 - 4683 
xfioYo = 2.1285%o4784'85 

=z.t3yo

$5316.5x0.9=$4784.85

47 84'85 - 4683 
xfioYo = 2.1285%o4784'85 

:2.r3%

Weekly

= (5316.5)(+ 6.so 5 s)

M8

243

140

301

Daily
No. of fried rice:2(5) + a(3) + 7(5)

:64
No. of stir friedveg.: 1(5) + 2(3) + 3(6)

-29
No. of sambal toutu: 1(5) + 1(3) + 2(6)

:20
No. of mango sticky rice =2(5) + 3(3) + 4(6)

=43

Total sales for i la carte: 4t64\ + 6.s(29) + s(20) + 5 (43)
: $7s9.50

683.55-669
x100%

$759.5x0.9=$683.55

683.55
:2.1285
= 2.13o/o

64

29

20

43

64

29

20

43

(+ 6.50

$759.5x0.9:$683.55

xl00o/o
683.55-669

Daily

(7se.s)5s)

683.55
:2.t285
:2.13%

47
23
t2
34 [:]

Daily then weekly (LAST STEP)

7(683.s5-66e)

x100%

x100%

4784.85
:2.1285%
:2.13%

7(683.ss)

4784.85-4683

Daily then weekly (LAST STEP)

xl00Yo

7(683.s5 - 66e) xl00%
7(683.ss)

4784.8s-4683

4784.85
:2.1285o/o

= 2.13o/o
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4 (t) The nth term of a sequence is given by \:
(i) Use the formulato frnd {..

_ 16(16*3) _,.._ IJL

2

n(n+3)
2

Answer Tru =

\u

(ii) Which tenn in the sequence has a value of 54?

n(n+3) 
=54

2

n2 +3n=108

n2 +3n-108=A

(n+12)(n-9) =0

n =-12(N.A) or n=9

.'. 9ft ferm Answer

(iii) Find, in its simplest form, the expression for Tnq*\, leaving your answer in terms of
n.

(n+l)(n+4) . n(n+3)
22

nz +5n+4 n2 +3n

22
Znz +8n+4

2

=nz +4n+2 Answer

tll

121

(iv) Explain why the sum of two consecutive terms of this sequence will never be a perfect
sqrure.

=n2 +4n+2

=n2 +4n+22 *22 +2

=(n+2)2 -2
Since the expression cannot be expressed as a perfect square, it is
not possible for the sum to be a perfect square.

l2l

flurn Over
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(b) The first four terms of a sequeoce are 6,10,14 and 18.

(i) Write down the 7tr term in this sequence.

30
Answer

(ii) Find, an expression, in terms of n, for the rth term of this sequence.

4n+2
Answer

t1l

tll
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5 A man was driving his truck from point I to point C tn a remote part of a country. After he has

travelled for 80 krn, at a constant speed of x kmlh, he reached point B, where his truck broke
down.

(a) Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the time in hours, taken for him to drive from
AtoB.

80

Answer
x

.....h tll

He then walks the remaining 6 km from B to C at a constant speed of (x - 60) hdh.

(b) Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the time in hours, taken for him to walk from
BtoC.

(a)

rb) 6

(x - 60)
Answer

(c) The man took 4 hours to travel froml to C.

Write down an equation inx and show that it reduces to 2x2 -163x+24A0:0

.80 6
(c) ;* {r-uq 

=o

80(x - 60) + 6x = 4(*' - 6Ox)

4x2 -326x+4800=0
2xz - I 63x + 240A =0 (shown)

(d) Solve the equation 2x2 -163x+2400=0.

(d) 2x'z -163x + 2400 = 0

r$t"h36gx=-
4

=62.2 or 19.3

.... h ul

t3l

........ l3t
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t2

(e) Find how long it would have taken if the man was able to drive from A to C at the original

constant speed.

Give your answer in hours and minutes, corect to the nearest ten minutes.

x: 19.3 (N.A. because, - 60 < 0 so x > 60)

h
62.21

= 1.382 h

:1 h 20 min

Answer min [2]

86
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6 (a)

32 cm

16 cm

The diagram shows an ornament made up of a hemispherical block of wood of diameter

32 cm, that has a smaller hemispherical block of diameter 16 cm, carved out of it.

(i) Calculate the surface area of the ornament, leaving your answer in terms of n.

(a) (i) Surface area

: zr(ta)' +zr(s)' + n(ta)' - "(s)'
=832n cm2

Answer

(ii) Calculate the volume of the ornament.

(a) (ii) Volume

= |o!a' -a')

=7506.31

= 7510 cm3

cm2;31

. cm3 121Answer
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o)

Method 1

LOPB is an isosceles triangle.

Method 3

angle BOP = 180o- 2(75")

= 30o(l sum of isos A)

OB = 5 
xsinT5o

sin30o

OB =9.659
OB = OA= 9.66 (3s0

Method 2

angle APB: 90' (rt Z in semicircle)

cos75': 
5

AB

AB= 5

cos75o

AB =19.318

OA=+AB

OA=9.659

0A=9.66 (3sD

Answer

oA B

The figure shows a semicircle with centre O.

AB is the diameter and point P is on the circumference of the circle.

Angle OBP = 75o and BP:5 cm.

(i) Show that OA:9.66 cm, correct to three significant figures.

cos75o:2'5
OB

oA=oB = 2'5

cos 75'
OA=9.659

= 9.66 (3sf)

l2l
(ii) Calculate the area of the shaded region'

ZAOP = 150'

Either 75'x2 (ext Zof L)

or 180'-(180' -75'x2)
or 180'*(90' -75"\x2

Shaded area

: 
)t, .urr)' (#", "- sin r so' 

)

or :)o 1s.ast\' -f,to.ure)2 sin150' -f;te.ase)' (*"r")
:98.8 cm2

Mathematrcs 4048n2
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7

18

G

C

E

6

B
6

3.6
A

The diagram shows a solid made up of a pyramid and a prism.
The base of the prism is a right-angled triangle.

FC, AD and EB are vertically above the base.

FC : 18 cm, AD : EB : 6 cm, AB : DE : 3.6 cm, BC : 4.8 cm and AC : 6 cm.

(a) Show that FD2: 180.

FG =18-6
*14
- tL

FD2 =122 +62

=144+36
: 180 (shown)

(b) Show that triangle FED is a righrangled triangle.

FD2 =180
DE2 =3.62 =12.96

FE2 =122 +4.82

FE2 :167.04

Since DE2 + FEz =12.96 +169.M

-180-FD2,
by the converse of Pythagoras'Thm, LFED is a right-angled triangle.

l2l

[Turn Over

t3l
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(c) Calculate the total surface area of the solid.

Total SA

(t s + o)(o) + i(18 + o)(+.s)

x3.6x4.8+6x3.6

x3.6x {67.04

= 183 cm2

Answer

(d) Find the ratio volume of the prism : volume of the pyramid.

volume of prism: base area x 6

:51.84 cm3

volume of pyramid: Ixbase areaxl2

= 34.56 cm3

Ratio: 6: lxlZ
:6:4
:3:2

Answer

:1
2

++

++

cm2131

t2)
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8 Xis the point (1, 4) and Iis the point (6, 9)

Find

(a) the length of the line XY,

(9 -4)'+ (6 -l)'?

=1.07(3s.f)

(b) the equation of the line XY,

9-4m=--l
6-1

t7

Answer

y-4
x-l =1

units [2]

13l

t3l

y-4= x-l

!=x+3 Answer

(c) the equation of the line /, which is parallel to Xf and passes through the point,,4 which has
coordinates (2,0),

m:l
Sub (2,0) into y = x+c,

0:2+c
n--')

!=x*2
Answer

(d) the coordinates of the point Z that lies onXlsuch thatXy:4 XZ.

x - coordinate = | * (T) = 21

y - coordinate = 4 + rT, = t 
1

itQi,t
Answer Z(..........

ffurn Over
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g Nadirah observes that the queue at one of the school's canteen stall, Stall E, is always long

She decides to do a project to improve the situation.

(a) She finds information about the times, in seconds, spent by 100 students in the queue for

Stall E. The cumulative frequency curve shows the distribution of the queuing times.

Queuing Times for Stall E

100

90

80

e)

E7a

E60
0)

850a
I344
U

30

7A

t0

0 2A 40 60 80 100 r20 140 160 180 200 220 240

Time (seconds)

(i) Copy and complete the grouped frequency table for the queuing times for Stall E

Time
(r seconds)

0<t <40 40<r<80 80 <, < 120 120<t <160 160<t <200 200<t <240

Frequency 10 35 20 15 10 10

t1l
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(ii) Calculate an estimate of the mean queuing time of the 100 students.

10400

100

:104s

Anywer .

(iii) Calculate an estimate of the standard deviation.

O=

= 59.194

:59.2 s

Answer ......s [1]

(iv) A student claims that7lYo of students queuing at Stall E had to wait at least 144
seconds. Is this claim true? Explain your answer.

Answer . . The.q!+if". is.false/untrue/i+p.q$pgt.

25% of students had to wait at least 144 seconds.

OIR75% of students had to wait for less than 144 seconds.

..12)

A few weeks later, Nadirah recorded the queuing time of another 100 students. She observes
that the longest queuing time is now 200 seconds and the median queuing time is smaller.

(v) State two possible ways the cumulative frequency curve for this set of data differs
from the given curve.

I The curve is less wide or narrower or

2 The median is shifted to the left. ....12)
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O) The table shows the number of students queuing at Stall F during recess on a particular day.

Each student queues only once.

Sec 3 Sec 4 Sec 5

Boy 18 7 6

Girl 10 r6 8

(i) One student in the queue is selected at random.

Find, as a fraction in its lowest term, the probability that the student is from Sec 4.

Answer .t1l

(ii) Two students in the queue are selected at random.

Find the probability that

(a) one of them is a boy and the other is a girl,

31 34 ^ 527

-x-xz=-6s 64 1040

Answer l2l

(b) both students are girls and one ofthem is from Sec 3.

24 10^ 3

-x-x z=-
65 64 26

Answer

23

65

121
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10 Mr Samad owns a bakery that specialises in pineapple tarts. Each pineapple tart is in the shape
of a sphere of radius 15 mm !\rith its bottom part removed as shown below.

section removed

(a) Show that the height of a pineapple tart is 25 mm.

Height of pineapple tart: 30 - 5
: /J mm (shown)

or 15+10

lll
The pineapple tarts are alranged such that after each layer, a piece of baking paper, of negligible
thickness, is placed to ensure the tarts stay in place. The side and top views of how the tarts are
arranged are shown below.

Baking paper

Side View Top View

Mr Samad sells his pineapple tarts in rectangular containers that measure2l cmin length,
9 cm in width and 5 cm in height.

I ilrm
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(b) Calculate the number of pineapple tarts in a rectangUlar container.

No. of pineapple tarts : (Zt+f)x(9+3)x(S+Z.S)

= 7x3x2
:42

Answer ...121

During festive seasons, the pineapple tarts are packed in cylindrical containers.

The top view of each layer of the pineapple tarts is shown below.

Top View of each LaYer

(c) Calculate the diameter and the heigfot of the cylindrical container such that it can fit the same

number of pineapple tarts in O).

Diameter: 9 cm

Heisht :9x2.5
7

:15cm

Answer diameter:

height:

cm

.... cm [2]
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During one of the festive seasons, Mr Samad received a bulk order of 250 containers of
pineapple tarts.

He decided to use a courier service to deliver the pineapple tarts. He has a choice of 2 courier
services: GoVan and Singapost. Both courier services offer no weight limit and charge based on
the size ofgoods. The cylindrical containers are packed in cardboard boxes based on the courier
seryice's requirement.

To prevent the pineapple tarts from breaking, Mr Samad packs each cylindrical container
upright as shown below.

The rates of the two courier services are as follow.

GoVan Singapost

50 cm

50 cm
50 cm

Max. 8 boxes per trip

Handling fee per box: $5

Rate per trip: $25 base charge + $0.80/lsn

40 cm

50 cm
55 cm

Max. 8 boxes per trip

Handling fee perbox: $3.50

Rate per trip: $30 base charge + $0.50/lor
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(d) Given that the trip distance is 23.7 km, which courier service should Mr Samad use?

Support your answer with clear workings.

GoVan
No. of containers perbox
: (so *l)x(so +e)x (so+15)
:; 5x5x3
:75
No. of boxes required : 250+75

_.1
-J-

3

x4

Cost: handling fee * base charge * charge per km
: (+xS)+ZS+(O.SxZl.Z)
: $63.96

Singapost
No. of containers per box
:(ss +e) x (so +9)x (40 +1s)

x6x5x2
:60

No. of boxes required : 250+60

:q!
6

Cost: handling fee * base charge * charge per lm
: (s x l.s) + 30 +(0.5x 23.7)

: $59.35

Mr Samad should use Singapost as it is cheaper

t6l
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